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House of SUPERstitions

SUPER Mario Challenge

Super HERo Costume Party

SUPER Sleuth

Shine and Dine Banquet and SUPER-Stars on Stage

And so much More!

Falling Rock has been missing for years and it’s high time we found him!  After 

receiving an anonymous tip, we are convinced that he is hiding at kamp!  Our super 

sleuth kampers will have to use their deductive reasoning skills to solve this secret that 

has baffled the FBI for more than 90 years

Kickapoo’s version of Super Mario Brothers is always played in multi-player mode, and no one 

sits on the couch!  Your cabin will team up to complete levels and cross into kingdoms where 

you can maneuver Mario’s cart, retrieve ice balls, and hurl Yoshi’s eggs.  Themed attire is 

optional. 

No need to knock on wood, superstitions are never scary at kamp.  You and your kamp 

friends will follow the rainbow to the karnival grounds where you can visit booths with 

a superstitions theme.  Cross your fingers and remember to bob for an apple a day, but 

don’t step on a crack at the cupcake walk! Themed attire is optional.  

Who is your HERo?  Celebrate the HERo in your life at Kickapoo’s Super HERo themed costume 

party.  All kinds of heroes are welcome, whether they leap from tall buildings in a single 

bound or have paved the way and empowered you to achieve your dreams.  Rumor has it that 

members of the Justice League and The Incredibles will attend as well as scientists, artists, 

athletes, chefs, judges, teachers and more! 

Kampers will be treated to Kickapoo’s most SUPERb dining experience where we will all reminisce about our Super-charged Summer of fun.  After dinner, we will enjoy a display of Kickapoo’s finest Super-stars on Stage in our annual talent show.  It is traditional for kampers to wear a nice casual outfit or sundress for this special dinner.  

(3 week kampers and Term 1)

( 2 and 3 week kampers)

( 1 and 3 week kampers)

( 2 and 3 week kampers)

( 2 and 3 week kampers)


